Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #TG-Fusil-C-B or I
Used on French Type 'C' trade fusils, from 1680 until 1730, this triggerguard features a decorative finial which matched the buttplate's finial.
Only slightly inlet, this guard is retained by three pins, one ahead of the bow, and two behind, through the pin lugs provided.
#TG-Fusil-C-B  triggerguard, Type 'C', wax cast brass  only $27.50
#TG-Fusil-C-I  triggerguard, Type 'C', wax cast steel   only $21.99

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #TG-Fusil-D-B or I
Used on French Type 'D' trade fusils, from 1730 until 1763, this triggerguard is unusual. Its finial was not made to match the Type 'D' buttplate's finial. Mount this triggerguard with three pins, or two pins and one screw.
#TG-Fusil-D-B  triggerguard, Type 'D', wax cast brass  only $27.50
#TG-Fusil-D-I  triggerguard, Type 'D', wax cast steel   only $21.99
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